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We left our village in the Aleppo        

countryside ten months ago. I was afraid 

for my two small daughters. Every time a 

plane would fly overhead and drop a 

bomb, entire families were killed         

together in their homes. It took us six 

days to reach Lebanon. It was a very 

scary, tiring, and expensive journey.  

My husband struggles with an             

intellectual disability and cannot work.  

In Lebanon, I could not find work and 

pay the rent. I had to borrow money from 

all my neighbors and family members. 

At one point we were almost homeless 

and facing a very heavy debt. But then    

I found Tahaddi (MERATH’s partner).  

I am part of the income-generating    

sewing program. This helped me pay 

back all the loans that I took for my   

family to escape the war, and I am debt 

free now, thank God! 

I feel like I am part of Tahaddi family.       

I feel like I am one of them, that they 

don’t see me as the “Other”. We are all 

working together. 

* Name changed 

 

On March 8, we celebrated International Women’s Day. Here 

in the region, women bear the brunt of social, cultural, and 

political biases in traditional societies of the Middle East.      

They have limited access to education and employment     

opportunities, and are often economically dependent on men.  

Our livelihoods programs (sewing, hairdressing, etc) provide 

vulnerable and often-marginalized women skill-training and      

resources for loans and equipment in order to increase their 

ability to earn income.  With this additional income, they often 

buy educational materials and food for their children and 

meet their families’ basic needs and expenses. It helps to give 

them more independence and a stronger voice in the family.   

We believe that when a woman is empowered, it     

empowers the entire family, and ultimately the       

community.  

LIVELIHOODS :                                                                                 
EMPOWERING WOMEN OF THE MIDDLE EAST 
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BASIC NEEDS : CLOTHES FOR A WARMER WINTER 

Through six of our partners and in eight       

locations in Lebanon, hundreds of children  

received much needed winter clothes to keep 

warm. Around 1,000 pairs of boots, 1,000 

sweaters, 1,000 pairs of socks, and 650      

jackets were distributed in total in the last few 

months. This ads to the 3,000 mattresses, 

8,000 blankets, 400 stoves, and 4,000 fuel 

vouchers distributed this year through our   

winter programs in Lebanon and Syria. 

 WHAT  ELSE?  NEW YEAR NEW LOOK!   

This March, we were excited to launch our 

new website: www.merathlebanon.org 

 You will find there our annual report,    

quarterly highlights, as well as more      

information and figures about what we do,  

and also about the inspiring network of 

partners we are working with.  

Check it out!  

 

EDUCAT ION : SCHOOL UNIFORMS DISTRIBUTIONS 
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Around 500 brand new school uniforms have 

been distributed to children in three of our       

education programs. They were hand-made by 

the ladies in our income-generating sewing     

programs. We are confident this will help          

increase the students’ sense of normalcy and 

belonging to the community and prevent any 

discrimination or bullying between the children. 

MERATH, through local partners, implements relief and development projects 

for thousands of refugee and internal ly displaced families                                     

in Syria, Lebanon, and Iraq 
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